Many space-science experiments require active vibration isolation.
.
This compact system will isolate microgravity payloads in the Microgravity Science Glovebox (MSG).
For the ISS, the Boeing Corporation has developed the Active Rack Isolation System (ARIS), which, in contrast to these above two experiments, isolates at the International Standard Payload Rack (ISPR) level.
Instead of using magnetic levitation, ARIS employs a set of eight voice-coil (Lorentz) actuators strategically mounted between the exterior of each ARIS-outfitted ISPR and the ISS, as shown in Figure 1 . Number SSP41000, Rev. D., 19954).
DESCRIPTION

OF ARIS
The total dynamical system S-consists of the stator S (ISS and the integral frame, from the motion of which ARIS isolates the ISPR), the flotor F (the ISPR), the eight electromechanical actuator assemblies, and the umbilicals.
The ISPR is connected to the ISS by eight 
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The remaining six equations are the dynamical equations for ARIS. It is these six dynamical equations which are particularly complex for the ARIS system.
Some of the factors contributing to their complexity are the number of rigid bodies in the system, the connecting springs, and the over-constrained nature of ARIS.
Using the superscripts I and D to mean "independent"
and "dependent," respectively, define the following:
and
where the numerical superscripts and subscripts indicate the actuators and actuator angles (in some convenient order), respectively. 
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The expressions in Equations 12 and 13 are developed from velocities, accelerations, and angular velocities of the various points and bodies of ARIS used in Equations 9 and 10. Because for ARIS these quantities are typically 20 times as long in nonlinear as in linearized form, the effect of linearization is quite dramatic.
LINEARIZED REDUCED-MASS MODEL
A further simplification can be made by setting the mass properties (masses and inertias) of the actuator arms and push-rods to zero, while retaining those of the To ensure that the ISPR remains within its rattle-
space (for open-loop simulation purposes), so that the small-angle approximations remain valid, the spring stiffnesses at the cross-flexure and upper and lower stingers were increased to nominal levels.
The spring rates were set to !.0 ft-lbf/rad (0.21 in-lbf/degree). In Figure 10 shows the response, measured in actuator #1 angles, when the spring constants are increased to moderate levels (0.21 in-lb/degree) and the ISPR is again subjected to a constant input force. In this case, the angles never exceed the region defined by +/-0.20 radians. In fact, the angles for actuator #1 never exceed +/-0.10 radians. Figure  11 shows a comparison between the ISPR motion for the linearized and nonlinear models when the actuator spring constants are increased to moderate levels. In this case there is nearly an exact match between the two models. This is an important result; it shows that for small angles, the linearized model very closely tracks the full nonlinear model, which, as was noted previously, tracks the truth model.
With the actual hardware, the ISPR will stay centered in its rattle-space due to the active control system. Assuming, then, the correctness of the simple truth model, the linearized model is accurate within operational (rattle-space) limits. 
COMPARISON BETWEEN LINEARIZED
REDUCED-MASS AND NONLINEAR MODELS
